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THE ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE PLAY LIFE 
OF 
THE CHURCH AND COMMUNITY 
I. THE MEANING AND VALUE OF PLAY 
People, for the moe~ part, know that it 1s natural 
for children to play; that play makes for physical 
growth, develops the mental and social capacities, 
and the character of the individual. "But only a few 
realize that play is essential to every normal life 
and at every period of life.n 
Surely it 1s time that the "few" who do understand 
its meaning and believe in its value should combine 
their efforts to make it clean and wholesome, and 
provide more adequate room for the thousands, both 
young and old, who are dally found at play. 
A study of ten different surveys made by various 
organizations in as many cities east and west, the 
cities ranging in population from five thousand to 
over two hundred thousand, and covering many thousands 
of children, reveals the following facts: 
"More than half of these children were seen to be 
upon the streets, from 10 per cent to 20 per cent in 
backyards, a smaller percentage in vacant lots, and 
a still smaller, averaging about 5 per cent, in 
playgrounds. The obvious unfitness of the public 
streets, with their physical and moral perils as 
playgrounds for our children, makes this significant. 
Still another fact to command attention is the limit-
ed range of games and amusements participated in by 
the average child. Baseball and football appear to 
be about the only games played by a majority of the 
boys, and tag and hide and seek by a majority of the 
girls. This means that a large number of the games 
which are valuable for their physical, mental and 
moral qualities are unknown or neglected by the 
majority of children." 1 
The importance of play will never be fully realized 
until a different attitude toward it is assumed. But 
attitudes are changed only as meaning is made clear 
and values are seen. What, then, is play, and wherein 
lies its values? 
A. Theories 
1. The Spencerian Theory--
Spencer says that play involves the use of surplus 
energy. When an animal finds itself with a surplus 
of energy it expresses it in play. This surplus 
1 Gates, Recreation -and the Church (p. 30). 
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energy theory is only a half truth since children 
play long after they are tired enough to stop and 
many adults have surplus energy which they use in 
other ways. 
2. The Gross Theory--
Professor Karl Gross advances the theory that 
play is an educative instinct; an instinct which 
came into the world to serve the purpose of 
education. "He says that the animal does not play 
because it is young, but it rather has a period of 
infancy in order that it may play, and in that play 
may be prepared for its life activities. The kitten 
springs upon flying leaves and rolling balls, and 
in that play gets just the training that enables 
the adult cat to catch mice. In the same way the 
little girl plays with her doll. The Indian boy 
plays at tag and hide and seek, and so he learns 
to catch his game. His play is directly prepatory 
to the life that is before him." 1 
There is much of good in this theory but it would 
be untrue to fact to claim that all the plays of a 
child carry over with definite ben1fits into his 
adult life. There are some games which he enjoys 
which have little to do with his work as an adult. 
3. The Hall Theory--
Dr. G. Stanley Hall, and others, bring what is 
1 Curtis, Education Through Play (p. 4). 
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known as the "Recap! tulation Theory." According 
to this theory the child is influenced by 
instincts and impulses natural to the stage of 
racial development in which he is living. Various 
authorities tell us that these stages are five: 
"Animal " "Savage " "Nomad " "pastoral" and 
' ' ' 
"Tribal." A child to be normal must reproduce in 
his play all of these various stages. He must 
climb, hunt, collect, garden and participate in 
team games. 
While this theory of play is the only one "that 
has successfully attacked the specific problem of 
accounting for the form taken by children's play, 
it fails when it seeks to explain the plays of 
adults and to correlate them prop erly with those 
of children. n 1 
B. Play Defined 
Some of the more recent authorities define play 
as follows: 
Gulick-- "Play is more than a name applied to a 
given list of activities; it is an attitude which 
may pervade every activity." (A Philosophy of Play 
p. 11) 
Lee-- "In truth the play of children 1S in the 
main not play at all in the sense in which grown 
1 patrick, psychology of Relaxation (p. 48). 
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people use the word. It is play in the sense of 
being spontaneous, agreeable, undertaken for ita 
own sake and not for an ulterior object." (Play in 
Education p. 2). 
Fiske-- "play is joy and freedom in activity." 
(Community Forces for Religious Education p. 42). 
Rauschenbusch-- "play is anything we do for the 
joy and love of doing it, apart from any profit, 
compulsion, or sense of duty. It is the real 
living of life with the feeling of freedom and 
self-expression." (Christianizing the Social 
Order p. 248). 
Atkinson-- "play is defined as 'any exercise or 
series of actions intended for amusement, diver-
sion, or relaxation from work.' Exercise may be 
physical, mental, or a combination of both. Play 
is a general term. Diversion suggests 'that which 
pleasantly distracts the mind from cares of 
business.' Amusement means any 'form of pleasur-
able excitement or interest.' Recreation is 
'diversion for the sake of refreshment or 
relaxation.' It really recreates body and mind. 
A game is played under the form of a contest, 
'usually in accord with fixed rules.' The term 
sport applies especially to out-door games. In 
the use of the word 'play' all of these different 
5 
meanings are to be kept in mind." (The Church 
and the People's Play pp. 3,4). 
It II 
... , There is essentially no difference in play 
as defined by these more recent authorities. 
The theory, however, which best presents play, 
and which will be used as the working-basis of 
this thesis !s: 
"play is anything we do for the 
joy and love of doing it, apart from any profit, 
compulsion, or sense of duty. It is the real 
liYing of life with the feeling of freedom and 
self-expression." 
Play, then, will include the joyous, spontaneous 
activities and exercises of children, the amuse-
ments, games and sports of young people and the 
recreation:· and diversion. of adul t.s. 
c. The Value of Play 
The real value of play may best be .·seen if studied 
from its universal, and national aspects and from the 
qualities which it builds into a life. 
1. Universal Aspects--
"If we ask ourselves what is play, and how it came 
to survive in the deadly struggle for existence, we 
are baffled. Play seems like a useless bit of 
e 
poetry sadly strayed in the bitter prose of 
the actual, and we can but wonder in what sort 
of mail it has clad i:t.self to keep 1 ts place in 
the battle field of the past; that 1t was not 
devoured by the dlnosaurus of some other re-
lentless gorgon in that deadly struggle to which 
every useless characteristic of man or beast has 
succumbed. The only possible answer is that play 
must eve~here have served some great purpose, 
or it would not everywhere have survived." 1 
Excavations have given to us the story of the 
play of ancients. Boys' tops were found in Troy, 
dolls ln Egypt, babys' rattles in the graves of 
prehistoric children, while in the Berlin Museum, 
II forming a part of an interesting ethnological 
exhibit, is a wooden doll with movable legs, and 
a crocodile, also of wood, with movable jaws." 2 
The Greeks used stilts upon which to wal~, the 
Roman boys played marbles lrt the open places of 
the city of Rome. Stilts are used in Africa; the 
youth of China, Japan, Slam and the South Sea 
Islands fly kites. Among the relics of the past 
in the Berlin Museum are kites from Soudan. 
1.Curt1s, Education Through play lp. 1). 
2 Young, Character Through Recreation p. 2). 
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International leaders,such as Norman Angell 
and Everett c. Jessup, have advanced the theory 
t hat sport would do more to solve the war problem 
than treaties and leagues. This certainly seems 
feasible in as much as the instinctive tendencies 
of man must be either expressed, repressed or 
sublimated. The fighting instinct has, thus far, 
had free expression. The psychology of man and 
the history of man as a fighting animal makes it 
unlikely that the method of repression alone, by 
treaties, world courts and so on, will control 
these instincts. Sublimation offers a possible 
means. The effect or organized athletics on the 
boy and young man suggest sport as the best means. 
One of the most striking illustrations of the 
sublimating influence of sport 1a the a1most 
complete obliteration of head hunting in the 
Phlllipines by the judicious introduction by the 
United States authorities of games and contests 
between tribes. 
"All down the ages, whether on the Sunlit 
hilltop or in the city streets, in the meadow or 
in the slime of the gutter, everywhere the child 
and play have seemed to go together. We go out 
to a baseball game and see the boy step up t o · 
bat. He dashes around the bases and returns to 
the home plate exausted. What has he gained by 
8 
lt? Apparently he 1s no richer or wiser, no 
better clothed or fed. The only possible 
answer is that play must everywhere have served 
some great purpose, or it would not everywhere have 
survived." 1 
2. National Aspects--
More and more the people of various nations are 
coming to see the value in play. Perhaps no 
nation appreciates its value more than America. 
It must be confessed, however, that the people 
of this country have permlted play to become too 
greatly commerdalized and ln some instances 
degraded. The following facts and figures will 
give an idea of this nation's estimation of play. 
The seating capacity in the stadiums of Yale, 
Harvard, Minnisota, Illinois, California and 
Mlcblgan universities are more than 375,000. 
More than $500,000 was spent on one world series 
of baseball games. It is estimated that the 
cost of the major league baseball parks approches 
$10,000,000. The annual receipts of the movies ln 
the United States is estimated to be $850,000 1 000; 
nearly 13,000,000 attend the movies dally. 
1 Curtis, Education T!1rough Play (p. 1). 
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"More than twenty-five hundred regularly 
supervised playgrounds and recreation centers 
are now mantained in about six hundred and 
fifty cities in this country. A brand new 
profession has appeared, t r1at of play leader, 
employing nearly seven thousand professional 
workers." 
''The legislatures of some states have passed 
laws requiring every city of a certain size to 
vote on the proposition of mantaining play-
grounds. New York City expended more than 
$15,000,000 on playgrounds previous to 1908. 
The city paid $1,811,000 for one playground 
having about three acres. Chicago spent 
#11,000,000 on playgrounds and field houses in 
two years." 1 
Much is being done now through such great 
organizations as the American Playgrounds 
Association, the Russell Sage Foundation, the 
Young Men's Christian Association and the Young 
' Womens Christian Association, the public school, 
the church, the Boy Scouts, the Campfire Girls 
and others. The movement has spread from the 
city to the the country so that now many rural 
1 Patrick, psychology of Relaxation (pp. 6,7). 
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communities have playgrounds, athletic fields 
and gymnasiums. 
So important was wholesome recreation found 
to be for keeping up the morale of the United 
States army in the world war that millions of 
dollars were spent every month for Young Men's 
Christian Association huts and other varieties 
of social centers. It was not simply to furnish 
amusements for the soldiers but to provide 
expression for their social natures, to bring 
them relief from the intense strain of war, to 
restore their mental balance, to open up unused 
reaurces and latent powers, and th~s not merely 
to increase their co~t~tment but to safeguard 
and broaden their lives. 
3. Life Qualities--
our Puritan ancestors looked upon play one form 
II 
of idleness, and frouned on recreation as mere 
amusement and a sheer waste of time and energy. 
They interpreted the play instinct as one of the 
evidences of original sin and it was crushed out 
ruthlessly. 11 1 Even today their are some who 
take the Puritan attitude toward play. The fact, 
however, is this-- those who most oppose play 
have had very little of it in their own lives and 
carry the wrong idea of its value. 
1 Fiske, Community Forces for Religious 
Education (p. 38). 
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Those who have participated in sports, games, 
athletics, entertainments and other forms of play 
know that it has value. Too often it has been 
thought that play makes its contributl.ons to the 
physical and social phases of life only. This is 
quite untrue; play makes a valuable contribution 
to the mental and religious Sides of life as well. 
Perhaps it is advisable to pause here for a 
consideration of the value of play to the develop-
ment of the four-fold life. 
a. Physical--
To the growing boy and girl play brings the 
opportunity to strengthen muscles, coordinate 
the movements of the body, add grace and beauty 
in form, and give exercise to the thousands who 
would otherwise be unable to secure it. 
To busy men and women who work under great 
strain it gives opportunity for relaxation, 
brings into play unused muscles, gives tone and 
vigor to body, stimulates and strengthens the 
various organs and recreates in every way. 
b. Mental--
Play is not the only means of developing the 
mental powers, but it iS one. "The educational 
value of play is obvious. It teaches the 
children about the world they live in. The more 
12 
they play the more elaborate becomes their 
paraphernalia, the whole game being a fairly 
accurate picture of the daily life of their 
parents in its setting, clothed in the language 
and bearing of the children. Through their 
games they learn about the work and play of the 
grown-up world." 1 
"So far as education is concerned with the 
development of right interests, and powers, play 
is the line of least resistance, least fatigue, 
greatest plasticity, and greatest interest and 
intensity. So far as these interests and powers 
can serve social ends, play, not work, remains 
logically and naturally the most efficient 
means of education." 2 
=Whether one recreates through learning the 
rules of games, by participation in games, by 
attending a show, reading an interesting novel, 
"listening in" on the radio, or enjoying his 
voctrola he is to a degree developing his mental 
capac! ties. 
c. Social--
In most sports and games boys and girls may be 
1 Dewey, Schools of Tomorrow (p. 108) 
2 Rapeer, Educational Hygiane (p. 387) 
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taught lessons of fairness, adaptability, 
courtesy, kindness, and consideration for the 
rights of others. The reason why some people 
cannot ~ark with others is because they have 
not larned to play with others. Team and group 
games teach friendliness and neighborliness. 
There is nothing more democratic than play. 
Play breaks dow.n racial lines, destroys cliques 
and teaches that the group rather than the 
individual is the object of society. 
"All play is aoc1al in nature. We cannot play 
alone. In play, while there is rivalry, there 
is not that intense antagonistic rivalry that 1a 
found in business. At the first Play Congress 
in Chicago, Miss Harlette Heller, of Omaha, aald, 
'The very best training that any girl can have 
for society comes through the social play of her 
childhood.' She might as well have said it of 
both boys and glrls,for practically all the 
social training of boys and girls comes in 
this way."l 
d. Religious - -
Play is by no means the greatest sour,ae of 
religious attitudes and ideals but it does give 
1 Curt t s, Education Through play (p. 80) 
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opportunity for the development of religious 
attitudes and ideals. 
"Not only, ethical, but distinctively 
religious attitudes may be cultivated in the 
play of children and youth. We recall one 
inspiring Christian mother who looked back to 
the family prayers she used to have with her 
dolls as one of the strongest influences in 
fixing the habit of prayer in her own life. More 
than one child has worehipped most sincerely when 
playing 'church.' Even the ethical lessons of 
the game may, and should, be consciously linked 
up with their Christian basis. I knew one young 
man in college who used to pray regularly and 
earnestly for grace to control his temper when 
playing football, and who definitely recognized 
success in this respect as a victory in hiS own 
struggle for Christian living." 1 
Who can walk through a beautiful wood, stand 
beneath the heavens on a clear quiet night, push 
the nose of a canoe down the smooth waters of a 
silver stream or climb the lofty peaks of a 
mountain for the view of the hills and valleys 
1 Gates, Recreation and the Church (p. 19). 
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and the far stretching horizon, without the 
stir of those deepest inner emotions and a 
larger conception of God. Certainly play does 
g i ve us contact with the divine elements of 
life, and does lead us into a deeper and 
finer appreciation of the Infinite. 
II. THE INDIVIDUAL AND PLAY 
To the child play is "the shining gate that opens 
wide to life, to sociability, endurance, cooperation, 
natural growth, and the subordination of one's own 
desires to common ends." 
to the youth play is that path which "leads through 
mysterious, instinctive regions where no formal 
education can be its guide, and may, indeed, light 
up the meaning of government and the moral order." 
II To the individual of maturity play is the 
shining gate with the backward swing, restoring 
joyous memories and the early freshness of 
boyhood's mornings, recreating body and Soul, 
warding off nervous ex*ustion, mantaining balance 
and proportion in life, maklng • wor~ tolerable for 
the oppressed, and m.eleasing the worker to 
increased efficiency. 11 1 
1 Edwards, Christianity and Amusements (p. Q). 
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A. Normal Life 
It is impossible for the lndlvldual to have 
a normal life who does not play. Atkinson, in 
I his book, The Church and The People sPlay, well 
says: (p. 39). 
"Man's body is neither an enemy to be fought 
nor an instrument to be used simply for pleasure, 
but is the en6ine by means of which the real 
purposes of 11 fe are to be accompliShed." 
For this reason every effort must be made ln 
the direction of wholesome play since play 1s the 
best health medium. Some one has well said that 
"to play one game of t1ddle-dee-w1nks with zest 
will do a man more good than to push a five-pound 
dumb-bell a thousand times." 
The total success of an individual depends 
largely on the condition of his health. No one can 
have a good disposition and poor health, and who 1s 
he that loves the company of a grouch? Few vigorous 
minds exist without a strong body-- they seem to be 
parts of each other. The state of the body and 
mind effect ones outlook on life and to a certain 
extent determine his social status. The lndlvld-
ual who neglects his body, and through it his mind., 
is sure to have a limited view of life and so be 
lnct.J>'I.cltated for larger usefUlness. 
l7 
That "thin~ are in the saddle" no one can 
doubt. Qur industrial life .haS put "things'' 
first in importance and men second. Jane Addams 
is right when she says: 
"Never before in civilization have such numbers 
of young girls been suddenly released from the 
protection of the home, and permitted to walk 
unattended on the city streets, and to work under 
alien roofs; for the first time they have been 
prized more for their labor powers than for their 
innocence, their tender beauty and ephemeral 
gaiety. Society cares more for the product s they 
manufacture than for their immemorial ability to 
reaffirm the charm of existence. The stupid 
expermient of organized work and failing to 
organize play has of course brought about a fine 
revenge." 1 
Many people 1n the rural communities do not 
live normal lives. "The pleasures of the country 
are largely individual. Hunting, fishing, and 
most of the other pleasures and games are founded 
upon the ideal of individualism. No great im-
provement will be made in rural cond1 tiona until 
the people are taught to play together. Under the 
new conditions which face the country, with the 
lure of the city always before the eyes, there 
must be more interest in organized play. This is 
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fundamental to the reconstruction of rural 
life, and 1s absolutely essential to the growth 
and development of moral condi tiona. 11 1 
B. The Individual's Problema 
No matter who the individual is who wishes to 
play he is faced with certain problems. Chief 
of these several problems are-- "The place," and 
"the how." 
1. Where do the People of Today play? 
Where shall I play today? is the question 
on the lips of thousands. True, there are many 
places to go but often they are of the question• 
able sort~ Men of commercialized interests have 
taken advantage of this play instinct of the 
individual and have built dance halls, moving 
picture houses, theaters and other places of 
amusmemnts but too often have failed to mak~ 
them clean and wholesome. Seeking opportunity 
for relaxation and amusement, scores have enter-
ed these places only to make harmful contacts 
and have their finer senses weakened. 
Thirteen million people in the United States 
daily attend the movies. Many of this number 
see pictures which ridicule the wholesomness 
19 
of the family life and uphold low standards 
of living. In a survey of 388 films in 1920 
only 35, according to Kennedy, were found to 
be without objectionable J eatures. Some of 
these features were: 1 
Married intrigue or unfaithfulness 117 
Divorce •••••••••••..•••••••••• ~.. 38 
Immodest dress................... 172 
Social or individual drinking.... 140 
Indecent cabaret dancing......... g7 
Interior of houses of ill fame etc. 124 
Undue freedom of contact between sexes 1g2 
Smoking by girls and women......... 82 (honor 
Realistic struggles of women to defend 113 
There are some promo.ters back of the 
amusement business who serve society valuably 
but these are all too few. "Let us see the 
amusement exploiter just as he is. With h1m 
the love of fun in the human heart is a cold 
mat~er of dollars and cents. He buys youth's 
freshness of feeling in return for sundry trick-
lings of sensation, and blights its glad 
spontaneities with his itching palm. He turns 
the pure, upleaping spirit of play into a craze 
1 powell, Recreational Leadership for Church 
and Community (p. 13). 
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for mere sensation, and coins up with an 
awful wastage one of the most priceless 
resources of the race. There follows in 
his train a Jaded company of heavy-eyed, 
broken people who have lost the spirit of 
youth and the love of vigorous, wholesome 
play." 1 
In keeping with the facts Just presented 
a study of a survey made in connection with 
the commercialized amusements of Kansas City 
by Mr. Fred F. McClure will be timely. 
The facts of this survey will no doubt hold 
true in other cities, and if such iS the case 
then there iS little of moral value to the 
childhood and youth of a city through 
commercialized amusements. Below are the 
facts of the Kansas City Survey: 
Motion-picture shows ••••••••.•.••.••. 21% bad 
Theaters .. ......................... . 28% II 
Dance halls . ....................... . 77% II 
River-excersion boats •••••.•••.••••• 93% II 
Pool halls . ........................ . 54% II 
Skating rinks ••••••.••..•...•••••••• 26% II 
Penny arcades ••••.•..••...•.••..••.• 62% tt 
Shows--Men only ••••••.•••.•••••••••• 100% II 
1 Edwards, Christianity and Amusements (p. 16). 
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Shooting galleries ••••••••....••••• 16% bad 
Bowling all! es •••••.•.••••••.•••••• 
Am us em en t parks •••••••••••••••••••• 
Total: bad, 32%; wholesome, 68%; the former 
costing the people #1,g23,211. 1 
The"where of play," then, is largely in the 
hands of commercialized interests which are 
concerned more, for the most part, with the 
building of bank accounts than the building 
of character. 
2 • .:.:: How ,_. O.o the People of Today Play? 
Never, in the history of America, did the 
people haveso much leisure time at their 
disposal as today. The labor saving dlvices, 
the rapid transit facilities and the systems 
" 
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of organization have added hours to the people's 
leisure time. To know how to spend this time, 
and to do it with profit, is the big problem. 
The Juvlnile courts are filled with children, 
who, with no direction and little knowledge of 
the how of play have been led into missdeeds 
while seeking to give expression to the play 
instinct. Of 9,91g children arranged in the 
1 Edwards, Christianity and Amusements (p.20). 
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County Children's Court of New York 38 per 
cent were there because of misdirected play. 1 
"The following may be of interest as 
showing the impressions that parents got of 
·the value of the playground influence on their 
children. They are direct quotations. 'It 
kept him off the streets, and I knew where he 
was; 'helped him at school;' 'made good use of 
things he learned;' 'increased his happiness 
by having something to do; ' 'made him interest-
ed in his learning;' 'made him good in hiS 
manners;' 'did him a good deal of good on his 
character and disposition." 1 
Play conditions in the country are improving 
but in many communities there is little to 
offer the ambitious boy and girl who seeks a 
good time. 
"These boys and girls who abandon the farm 
for the city are not dollar-hungry so much as 
they are fun hungry. Few of them will make 
their fortunes in the city, but they all intend 
to have a goOd time there. The instinct for 
play finds little outlet in the country. Many 
a village has no ball field or tennis court or 
1 Johnson, Education by Plays and Games (p.52). 
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any sort of playground. Only an occasional 
picture show of low ideals and an occasional 
country dance of lower standard still serve 
the social hungers of these country young 
people-- unless the church awakens to its 
social opportunity, or there happens to be a 
wide-awake \·grange in the exceptional com-
munity. Leaders in the country-life movement 
for two decades have known that this lack of 
wholesome recreation in rural life has been 
largely to blame for low morals in many rural 
communities. Nat ure wreaks vengence upon the 
empty life." 1 
"The spiritual values of a rich maturity 
cannot blossom in such lives. The lust for 
profit has picked open the bud. It is no 
cause for wonder t hat youth wilts under t he 
process, that emotional instability is so 
prevalent, that t he age of youth is the age 
of crime, and that clandestine prostitution 
appears to grow wi t h appaling rapidity. If 
all young people are to have their rightful 
share of high joy in life, morality must have 
the utmost rein forcement, for the po wer of 
personal~)ilorali ty- - t h e power o f the 
1 Fisk e, Communi t y Forces for Religious 
Educa tion (p. 48,49) 
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individual to refuse the evil and choose the 
good.-- is nowher·e more needed than in the 
hodg-podge of moral confusions which char-
acterizes amusement offerings today, often 
making evil seem a ttractive and a good life 
repellent rather than beautiful." 1 
I I I " THE CHURCH AND PLAY 
A. The Church Of Yesterday 
The Church of "Yesterday" set i taelf, all too 
frequently, against play and the people who wanted 
to play. Between the sixth and twelfth centuries the 
church's chief concern was heaven and the life to 
come. Its members felt t h emselves strangers and 
pilgrims here on earth and had little interest in 
the life they were then 11 ving. Life had no·. color, 
no background of joy and little meaning. 
The period of the Renaissance which followed 
brought a change in this conception of life and play 
was then introduced. From this time on people 
sought eagerly to play but were often condemned by 
the more conservative leaders of the church. We 
find this particularly true during the days of our 
II Puritan rathers who missed much of the beauty and 
joyousness out of life, and whose stern, 
1 Edwards, Christianity and Amusements (p. 21) 
uncompromising religion, coupled with their 
hostility to play, made the moral and social 
II problems of their young people doubly serious. 1 
Even today we have some who object to play and 
of 
who seek to block the efforts its leaders. They 
need to see the facts which Jane Addams presents 
when she says: 
"The love of pleasure will not be denied and 
when no adequate provision is made for its 
expression it turns into all sorts of malignant 
vi clous appeti tea. ''Te often seek to damn up the 
sweet fountain itself.because we are afrlghtened 
by these turgid streams, but although we vex 
ourselves with restrictive measures and complain 
of their futility we do not see that the city 
itself has failed ln its object in the matter and 
that the root of the difficulty is due to the 
fact that the modern city has turned over to 
commercialism practically all the provisions for 
public recreation." 2 It may well be added that 
the church has been too much a partner with the 
city in this business. 
B. The Church of Today 
But what of the church of "Today?" What will 
it say to the millions who want to play? Will it, 
1 Flake, Community Forces for Religious Education 
( p. 38). 
(p. 96) 
2 Addams, The Spirit of Yout h and the. City Street 
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like the church of "Yesterday" condemn play as 
an evil and punish those who would play, or will 
it enter the great field with understanding and 
sympathy? The answers to these questions depend 
entirely on what the church bell eves 1,ts ~1m to 
be. 
1. The Church's Aim--
"The chief pu~poae of the Christian Church 
in the past has been the salvation of individuals. 
But the moat pressing task of the present 1a not 
individualistic. our business is to make over an 
antiquated and immoral economic system; to get 
rid of laws, customs, maxims, and phlloaophies 
inherited from an evil and despotic past; to 
create just and brotherly relations between great 
groups and classes of society; and thus lay a 
social foundation on which modern men individual-
ly can live and work in a fashion that will not 
outrage all the better elements in them. Our 
inherited Christian faith dealt with individuals; 
our present task deals' w1 th society'! 
"The Christian Church in the past has taught 
us to do our work with our eyes fixed on another 
world and a life to come. But the business 
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before us is concerned with refashioning the 
present world, making this earth clean and sweet 
and habitable." 1 
"The social life of early adolescence cannot 
be neglected with impunity. The rapidly unfolding 
social nature demands expression~ If the home and 
the church do not furnish adequate outlet for the 
social life, they need not be surprised to find 
ouf::breaks of social life which society does not 
approve. The church has too long posted in 
conspicioua places a blacklist of social activit-
ies, but by so 4oing she but popularized for.ms 
of expression which she wished to suppress. The 
crying nemand of the present is that the church 
will announce lists of things children may do, 
provide suitable places for social expression, and 
furnish skillful instruction and direction." 
"It is especially important that the church 
provide a rich social life for the young people 
who enter the church during early adolescence. 
Through this attention there is cemented a bond 
of fellowship which ties the young life to the 
church and ad implicit and willing obedience to 
its teachings and ordinances as nothing else 
can do." 2 
1 Rauschenbusch, Christianizing the Social Order 
(p. 41) 
2 Athearn, The Church School (p. 185). 
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There is no doubt that the thirty leading 
denominations of America would agree with Dr. 
Rauschenbusch's statement of the church's aim, 
' -· and accept gladly Dr. Athearn s argument that 
the social life0lts youth iS a part of the 
I 
church s function, for they say as much in 
fl II The Social Creed of the Churches adopted in 
1908. The first eight items of this creed read 
as follows: 
a. Equal rights and justice for all men and in 
all stations of life. 
b. Protection of the family by the Single standard 
of purity, uniform divorce laws, proper 
regulation of marriage, proper housing. 
c. The fullest possible development of every 
child, especially by the provision of 
education and recreation. 
d. Abolition of child labor. 
e. Such regulation of the conditions of toll 
for women as shall safeguard the physical and 
moral health of the community. 
f. Abatement and prevention of pvverty. 
g. Protection of the individual and society from 
the social, economic, and moral waste of the 
liquor traffic. 
h. Conservation of health. 
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The Methodist Episcopal Church at its 
General Conference in 1920 definitely Accepted 
recreation as a part of its function: 
"While we are aware that improper amusements 
are a 'fruitful source of spiritual decline' we 
also believe that the social and recreational 
instinct is God-given and, if properly guided, 
will strengthen rather than injure the Spirtual 
life. The church must no longer allow her youth 
to 'go into near-by villages and buy themselves 
the victuals of social life' but,rather Should 
say, 'sit down and eat' of the clean, wholesome 
things provided by the church, which seeks to 
build a social and recreational life that iS 
Spiritual and>a '· l3.p1ri tua]. 11fe that iS Social . . 
and recreational." 1 
Clearly, then, the "Church of Today" iS in 
accord with Christ, ita leader, who "accepted 
invitations to feasts; went to a marriage; sat 
down to dinner with hospitable Pharisees; was 
a frequent visitor in homes;" joined the 
fishermen on the lake; slept in the out-of-doors; 
constantly preached a religion of ''rejoice,and be 
exceeding glad;" and for this reason it standS 
ready to enter the field of play in a larger way 
than ever before. 
1 Doctrine and Discipline of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, 1920, page 53 
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If the church is to enter this great field 
in a way that is worthy and resultful it must 
wisely concern itself with its le adership, a 
aurvey of its field, buildings, equipment, 
organization, program and activities. 
2. The Church's Leadership--
The leadership will be of two kinds-- Paid 
and Volunteer. But whether it be paid or 
volunteer, play leade r ship is absolutely 
essential if the recreational interests of the 
church are to be cared for properly. (As 
evidence of this fact examine the recreational 
program of most any church.) In many churches 
no attempt to plan r-or such a program haS been 
made, while in scores of others the program ~s . 
divided among six or eight organizations with 
little or no co~lation. Thousands of boys and 
girls must go outside the church for their play 
activities and thus the church looses not only a 
chance to develop the character of its youth but 
the loyalty of these boys and girls as well. 
The games, sports and amusements of the youth 
need to be on a higher moral plain; need variety 
and to be of such a character that the many, and 
not the "star" only, may participate . :rreely • 
. 
This calls for a trained Christian leadership. 
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No man in college carries a larger influence 
than the coach of athletics. Boys and girls 
and young people in general seem to lionize that 
individual who is active and a leader in the 
field of recreation and sports. If all such 
leaders are in the services of organizations, 
other than the church, it is easy to reckon what 
the results will be. 
3. Recreation Committee-• 
All churches need, and should have a comittee 
on recreation. This committee should be a aub-
comml ttee of the Committee of Religious Education. 
The members should be chosen from the various 
groups which have recreational interests within 
the church. The program planned by this commi~ee 
will be a part of the program of Religious 
Education for the whole church. 
It will be the duty of this coffimittee to 
select the Director of recreation; educate and 
inform the church membership in standards of 
recreation; assist the Director in the organ~ 
ization and preparation of the play program; 
help provide equipment; assist in f.1nancing 
the program and in general support the various 
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activities having to do with the church's 
recreation. 
This committee may get valuable help in its 
work by keeping contact with such organizations 
as the playground and Recreation Association of 
America, the Young Men's Christian Association, 
I the Young women a Christian Association, 
Councils of Religious Education, Boy Scouts, 
Campfire Girls and other such organizations. 
Helpful information may also be had from such 
books as: 
Play in Education by Lee; Education Through 
Play by Curtis; Character Through Recreation by 
Young; Education by Plays and Games by Johnson; 
Recreational Leadership for Church and Community 
by Powell; A Philosophy of Play by Gulick; 
Bandcroft'a Book of Games; Camping for Boys by 
Gibson; The Father and Son Library; Pagentry and 
Dramatics in Religious Education by Meredith; 
Good Times for Girls by Moxcey. 
4. Director of the Church's play--
There are several Bourses from which a 
director may be found. These sourse are: 
Schools of Religious Education, Young Men's 
Christian Association, Young Women's Christian 
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Association, Councils of Religious Education, 
Church schools, State schools and from the 
membership of the church. 
a. Qualifications--
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In some instances the Director may be the 
pastor of the church, {this will be particularly 
true in a small church) or, he may be a 
volunteer selected from the manbership of the 
church, or he may be a student serving on part 
time, or a paid specialist; but whoever he is 
there are certain qualifications which he must 
possess if success iS assured. These 
qualifications are: 
(1) Christian character, (2) professional 
skill, (3) adaptability, (4) culture, (5) 
executive abil1ty,(6) fairness, (7) enthusiasm, 
(8) refinement. 
Should the Director be a volunteer or 
serving on part time, but without train1ng,then 
his committee may assist him by securi ng some of 
the books listed on page thirty-three; by raiaing 
money for his training in a summer camp such as 
is held by the American Youth Foundation, The 
International Council of Religious Education, 
the Young Men's Christian Association or, 
\ 
other camps of a similar nature. If near 
a School of Religious Education, a State 
Normal School, a public playground, or a 
Young Men's Ch~istian Association further 
special train:tng may be had. The work of 
the Director of play is of the utmost 
importance and he must have skill. 
b. Relationships--
It will avoid much confusion and many 
unhappy experiences if at the beginning the 
relationships of the Director of play are 
clearly defined and understood. 
He is not an assistant pastor, nor a man who 
holds a bag of tricks-- he is an educator and 
his task is to teach the people how to play. He 
1s a member of the staff of the Director of 
Religious Education and in harmony with the 
general program of Religious Education. He is, 
together with the members of his committee, 
responsible for the play program of the church. 
The duties and relationshipa of the Director 
of play are well cared for in the followi ng 
diagram presented by Mr. Powell in hi s book, 
Recreational Leadership for ChurCh and Community, 
page sixty-four. 
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---------------~ 
Director's 
Relat :.onshio:H3 1. 
'l'o • I 
1. Church 
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lleans 
~Educate membership Sermons, lectures 
' Arouse interest and par-: Prepared and ~r aded programs 
' tici1Jat1on Sche ei.ules for clas s es Rnd 
'Organize group ' orga.niza ti ons 
'provide for a ll ages Lender for ru_l age g roup 
'Service to church Personal leadership 
' Enll s t in t_e...:r:.;;.e..;..s..;..t:--"--------..--::.-I nt erv i e ws <) 
.... . Pa rents 
I I , I 
,S ecure support Parents meet t ngs 
Inform on nlans Bulletins, announc ements 
'Service to. chi ldr en Activities for ulav li f e 
3 . Community Cooneration Wo rk with existing ae;en cies 
1 • I Create public opinion on Sermons, ~resb materi al, 
'stGndards ' censor ship 
' rm~rove conditions Law enforcement 
4 . Job --------.-Know job __,. Experi en ce and studv 
' survey cond.itions ' I nvestigat ion " 
' su· ervise Personal direction 
'Provide and train leader ~ Conta cts and ore;anlzation, 
"Prepa re -,rograms for all' Daily , weekl y , or monthly 
' groups ' schedules 
' Finance ' Church support 
'provide adequate e qu:tp - ' Wise finance 
'ment ' Camps and daily va cation 
' Provide sumner recreat- ' church schools 
'ion 
-------':::...Plan an all-vea r 'Jr osr . ..:..a..;..rn;;..' ______ . 
c. Objectives--
The objectives of the Director of 
Recreation should be clear-cut and worthy. 
He is to aim at nothing leas than Bklll in 
living. No one will have finer opprtunity 
to teach loyalty, sincerity, fairness, regard 
for others, forbearance, forgiveness, honesty 
truth, right habits, right attitudes, love of 
the out-of-doors, love for Christ and his 
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ideals than the Director of Recreation; ln this 
he must not fall. He must constantly teat hiS 
plans and program to see if by these means he 1s 
reaching his objectives. 
5. The Survey--
With the Director and Committee on Recreation 
ready for work they will want, first of all, to 
know their res ours es and needS. Nothing will 
reveal these quite so quickly and effectively as 
a survey. The survey to be done effectively Should 
be made in cooperation with all the various 
churches of the community. 
The purpose-- the purpose of this survey should 
be to find out where all the agencies which have 
to do with the play life of the people are; 
should make a study as to their character and 
• 
work; their programs, activities and object-
ives. These agencies should then be evaluated. 
A good standard for their evaluation would be to 
consider them in their fitness to serve the 
childhood and youth of t he community in the 
four•fold life-- physical, social, mental, 
religious. Will these agencies help, hinder or 
retard the four-fold life? In what ways may the 
church work with these agencies care helpfully 
for the play life of the community? Should the 
church eliminate, substitute, or cooperate in 
the programs of these existing agencies? 
Such a survey will be of little value unless 
it is made only after careful preparation and 
the information accurately recorded on cards 
specially prepared for the purpose. The infor-
mation should be compiled so as to show the name 
and location ofa.1lagencies in the community; 
then columed off in sepa rate colums,so as to Show 
directly each agency; Should be the facts listed 
as "Helpful," "Harmful," "Need," "Unmet Needs." 
Along with the information g1 ven above t11e 
survey Should rev eal how the childr en spend t hei r 
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leisure time. With this the committee will 
then have, as a result of the survey, the 
following facts and information: 
Agencies dealing with the play life of the 
people of the community; those that are harmful; 
those helpful; those that have needs; needs that 
are unmet and how the leisure time of children 
is . sp~nt ~- The committee and the Director may now 
determine how the church will best fit into the 
situation and will also have at their command the 
infonnation necessary to t~ir own local plans 
and work. 
6. The Organization: 
. No se~ious attempt can be made at play unless 
there is some form of organization. The Director 
will very much need an organization through which 
the play program may be promoted and the activities 
cared for. At least four things, in this connect-
ion are essential: 
(1) D~recto~ .or-· Recreation, (2) Committee on 
Recreation,(3) Church well organized, (4) Church 
School well organized. 
a. Director of Recreation--
The Director of Recreation is a member of the 
staff of the Director of Religious Education, 
and in harmony with the general program of 
Religious Education, whq, together Wfth his 
committee, will plan the play program of the 
church. 
b. Committee on Recreation--
As stated before, this committee Should be 
a sub-committee of the Committee of Religious 
Education. The members Should be chosen from 
the various groups which have recreational 
interests within the church. 
c. Church Organization--
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On the t!l~ ·~· folloY~ing page is a diagram showing 
the type of organization best suited to carry 
forward a successful play-program--:- . part of the 
program of Religious Education. This ShoWS the 
church to be directly back of the play-program. 
d. Church School Organization--
Following the Church diagram is a second 
r':diagram giving the kind of a Church School 
organization needed to successfully promote a 
play-program-- part of the program of Religious 
Education. In such an organization there will 
be no overlaping of programs and no confusion. 
Such an arrangement dignifies both the work and 
the leader and gives permanency to the play 
program. 
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It is close to impossible to carry on a 
porgr am of Religious Education, of which the 
play program is a vital part, in many of our 
present Church schools. This fact is vividly 
presented by Dr. Walter s. Athearn in Vol. I 
of The Indiana Survey of Religious Education. 
Dr. Athearn says: (pages 200-202) 
nAn eight-year-old Methodist child, in 
order to get all of the training which the 
church boards deem essential for all Methodist 
children, will be a member of the following 
organizations: (1) The Primary Department of 
Church School; (2) The Junior Epworth League 
(3) Mother's Jewells; (4) Light Bearers; (5) 
Blue Birds ot Cub Scouts; and (6) The 
Elementary public Schools. Six different 
programs, six different loyal ties, si·x different 
leaders,present to the simple minds of eight-
year old children confused and complex 
situations that they are unable to carry. 
The fifteen-year-old boy or girl would be a 
member of an organized class in the senior 
department of the Ohurch school with miSSionary 
and correlated expressional work for through-
the week activities; (2) of the Junior Epworth 
League; (3) of the Queen Esther Circle 
(if a girl); (4) of the Standard Bearers; 
(5) of the Campfire Girls or the Boy Scouts; 
and (6) of the Senior High School with ita 
social, recreational, athletic, and literary 
societies, including class activities. The 
child nor the church can carry this complex 
organization." 
Happy to say, many church leaders are 
be«inning to see the fallacy of such needless 
overlaping and such useless duplication of 
effort and are now taking action to unify and 
correlate these various organizations. In 
1917 the Minutes of the Sunday School Council 
of Evangelical Denominations read: 
"That in churches where there already exist 
a Sunday school, young people's societies, and 
other organizations for adolescents, the work 
of these organizations be correlated in such a 
way as to be complemental, not conflicting and 
competing. " 1 
Facing this situation as presented by Dr. 
Athearn's diagram the Director of Religious 
Education and the Director of Recreation, in 
1 Minutes of the Sunday School Council of 
Evangelical Denominations (pp. 46,47). 
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Diagram By Dr .• Athearn 
Showing: Orga~izations 
I n 
The Methoclist EpiscolJal Church 
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' al 
' Schools 
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' 2 6 years 
-:~program includ.es socia l, phys ical and recr eati onal features . 
cooperation with their committees, and the 
pastor, will study each organization care -
fully and the proceed to realize the larger 
ideal presented by the two diagrams on pages 
42 and 43--"The Church Organization" and "The 
Church School Organization." 
7. Building and Equipment - -
Many churches are beginning to take the matter 
of play serious as evidenced by the buildings and 
equipment which they have. This is especially 
true in the larger cities and suburban towns. A 
few of these churches are: 
The Fourth Presbyterian, Chicago; Second 
Baptist, St. Louis; First Baptist, Kansas City; 
Third Presbyterian, Rochester; Lake Avenue 
Memorial Baptist, Rochester; The Lakewood 
Congregational, Lakewood, Ohio; Leonia Methodist 
Episcopal, Leonia, New Jersey. 
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The chief concern, just here, iS to know the 
type of building and equipment needed to care 
adequately for a play program and play activities. 
True, many churches will have to make out for the 
present with poor equipment and buildings, but 
even these should know the ideal and strive for it. 
In fact,they must reach this ideal if they are to 
be true to their opportunities and 
respons1 bill t1 es. 
a. Rel1g1ous ':Ed.uca:t1on ·Building-- Recreation Bldg. 
In as much as the Director of Recreation 
is a member of the sta ff of the Director of 
Religious Education and the play-program is 
part of the program of Religious Education 
thi s Scheme must be kept in mind in planning 
the building. The room and equipment needed 
for recreation will most often be under the 
roQf of the Religious Education Building. 
The following requirements for such a build-
ing and equipment is taken from Standards for 
City Church plants, pages 50-53 
This building may be either separate or 
connected with the main building or the church. 
This building mus t have: 
School Assembly Room-- Stage, stage 
equipment etc. 
Class Rooms and Department Assembly Rooms 
Cloak rooms and wardrobes 
Director Religious Education Office 
Supply Rooms 
All of which must be lrell .. heated, well lighted, 
well ventilated and fireproof. 
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Community Service Rooms 
A. Rooms for General Use 
1. Recreation and Dinning Room 
a. Size. Large enough to seat at tables 
at least 50 per cent of the people 
served by the community church. 
b. Equipment. Material for take-down 
tables :· temporary pl :~ tform, piano, 
folding chairs. 
2. Library and Reading Room--
a •• Location. Near main entrance or with 
separate outside entrance. 
b. Equipment 
(1) Library. Books and periodicals, 
reference books, encyclopedias, 
church histories, and other church 
references, adjustable book Shelves 
I librarian s desk, card catalogue, 
typewriter, repair and marking 
equipment, charging system and 
records. 
(2) Reading room. Tables or desks 
preferably with seclusion part-
itions, individual reading lights, 
comfortable chairs, racks for wraps 
and umbrellas, holders for news-
papers and magazines. 
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B. Rooms for Social Service 
1. Women's Social Room and Mother's Room 
Equipped with tables, chairs, couches, and 
furnished in a way to make it an attractive 
. I 
meeting place for women s clubs and 
organizations, should adjoin the day 
nursery room. Should have large enou&h 
closet or anteroom to enclose sewing 
machines and other equipment which might 
be used by different organizations using 
the room. 
2 • . Girls' Clubrooms 
a. Location. Accessible and visable from 
street, with separate outside entrance. 
Convenient to library. 
b. Equipment should consist of chairs, 
tables, newspapers and magazine: racks, 
trophy cases and bulletin bo ard. ward-
robes or closets to be used by separate 
organizations for keeping costumes, and 
other equipment. Pictures and. pennants 
to make room and attract! ve meeting and 
gathering place for girls. 
3. Men's Clubroom . 
a. Location. Accessible and visible from 
street. Direct entrance from outside 
of building. Convenient to Library. 
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b. Equipment should consist of 
comfortable chairs, tables, news-
paper and magazine racks, chess tables, 
pictures, rugs, etc., to make room an · 
attractive lounglng and rest room for 
men. 
4. Boys' Clubrooms 
Equipped similarly to Girls' clubrooms. 
5. Nurses' and Rest Room 
a. Location. Convenient to school and class 
rooms. 
b. Equipped with adequate first-aid outfit, 
chairs, reclining couch, wash stand with 
hot and cold water toilet. 
6. Day Nursery 
' a. Location near mothers room. 
b,.Equipped with cribs, klndergabten chairs 
and tables, toys etc. 
7. Civic Center Room 
a. Used as a room for evening classes in 
citizenship, .for social gathering and 
special talks, and fo~ committees and 
other bodies engaged in community work. 
b. Equipped with text books, writing 
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materials, lantern and reflectoscope, 
signs and placards, and other materials 
used in civic instruction. Pictures with 
Am.er1 can ideals should predominate. 
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8. Director of Recreat1.on Office 
This room should be equipped with desk 
table and chair~ for conferences and small 
group meetings. Filing cases for card 
recorda of visits, cases, and follow up work. 
A small reference library of special books to 
be referred to in personal consultations is 
desirable. 
c. Rooms for Recreation and Athletics 
1 • Gymnasium 
a. Location. On ground floor, accessible 
from playground by> outside door. 
b. Adequate demensions are 50 feet by 75 feet 
by 18 feet. Where balcony iS provided for 
audience or for running track, the height 
should be incr eased to 22-25 feet. Walls 
light colored. Windows and lights protect-
ed by hec: vy large meshed wire. Where 
support columns a r e needed they should be 
padded to a height of e feet. Should be 
sound-proof. 
c. Equipment. provision for basketball, 
volley ball, indoor baseball, and other 
group activities. Pully weights, hori-
zontal and parallel bars, climbing ropes, 
and ladders, jumping standardS, flying 
rings, dumb bells, Indian clubs, 
boxing gloves, quoits, etc. 
d. Athletic Director's Office. Fully 
equipped and located so as to control 
all athletic rooms. 
2 • Locker Rooms 
Adjacent to gymnasium. Separate for 
sexes. Steel lockers. Ventilated. Minimum 
of large dressing lockers with maximum of 
small storage lockers. 
3. Showers 
Side showers, regulated with ease from 
entrance, curtained entrances, adjacent to 
locker rooms. Hot and cold water should be 
obtainable at all times, at .each shower. 
This last standard requires careful con-
sideration when plumbing is being 
installed. 
4. Swimming Pool 
Easily accessible from locker rooms with 
separate entrances from each. Graduated 
depth. Tiled bottom and Sides. Should be at 
least 15 by 30 feet. provision for sanitary 
mantenance for frequent and adequate cleans-
ing of the pool, for a continuous and 
filtered water supply and for the sterilizat-
ion and laundering of swimming suits and 
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towels should be included. Provisions 
for constant supervision of pool while 
in use requires swimming attendant's 
office with wide window overlooking the 
swimming pool. 
5. Hand Ball Courts 
Provision can be made for these in 
small room, e;g., 12 by 16 feet. Outdoor 
courts can often '" be made against blank 
walls of the building and if a concrete 
floor is provided can be used all year. 
Where separate provision iS not made for 
hand ball, one or more wall spaces in the 
gymnasium should be left clear of 
apparatus for use with hand ball. 
6. Game or Amusemnet Rooms 
Equipped with stands of checkers, shuffle 
board, chess, cards and other concentration 
games. Where separate room is not available 
for these games they should be distributed 
through the several clubrooms. Where 
billiard or pool tables are installed, 
equipment for cues and their care should be 
provided. There should be space enough for 
chairs at sides or ends of rooms. Room 16 
by 20 feet will accomodate two tables. 
Such a room is preferably located near 
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physical director's office or some other 
room where an ·officer is in constant 
attendance. Efficient upkeep of all 
equipment is essential. 
7. Bowling Alley 
Most economically buih~ as a pair of 
alleys. Shm.tld be soundpro?f. Back of 
seats at end of spectators and for con-
testants in tournaments. Two alleys 
require a space of 11 feet 6 inches by 
83 feet. Each additional alley will 
require an additional 5 feet 9 inches in 
width. Gallery at rear will be additional 
to the above 1 ength. 
. e: ;p~aygrounds 
Buildings and equipment such as has just 
been described will care adequately for all 
indoor recreation and to a certain extent the 
outdoor recreation, but additional outdoor 
equipment is essential. There must be 
sufficient gbounds for tennis courts, croquet, 
quoits, swings, slides, sand piles and 
indoor baseball. 
8. The Program: 
a. Principles 
Certain fundamental principles must be kept 
in mind in building a play program for the 
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church or else the real value will be 
missed. The ·following principles are 
essential: 
(1) The program should be planned by a 
committee and participants. 
(Since the Director of Recreation is a 
member of the staff of the Director of 
Religious Education, the Director of 
Religious Educatinn and the Committee 
of Religious Education, will Sit with 
the Director of Recreation and the other 
members of this committee in planning the 
play-program of the church.) 
It is a great mistake to hand down a 
ready-made program, and especially where 
adults and young people are invloved. The 
committee will, therefore, present the 
program to a meeting of the participants 
for discussion and adoption. This will 
make for both interest and intelligence 
upon the part of the participants,as well 
as, the joy and recreation derived 
therefrom. 
(2) The program ,shouLd be particlpat~d . in by 
all:~ 
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It il;l a" mist'hke. ~.to plan .a: · .p"rogram: which 
will make its' appeal ~ to .only:· va _llm:_i:ted· numb~r ' 
(3) 
just as it is a mistake to plan a program 
which only a limited number are required 
to ex'ecute. The effort should be to reach 
those which need most the social features 
or who lack in resourcefulness and Skill. 
The program should be graded 
What meets the interests of one group will 
probably not meet the interests or nee dB of 
a more or less mature group. Lee, "Blay in 
Education," says: 
"A kind of' play that suits a child at t he 
dramatic age will almost certainly disgus t 
a Big Injun, while what is a neces . , ~H ty of 
life to the l " tter may be wholly uninterest-
ing in the succeeding period." 
(4) The program should be planned so t nat it 
might take car e of the leisure time of the 
people. 
A program may be planed ever so well and 
be ever so interesting and attractive but if 
it iS timed poorly iL will have little value. 
A leisure-time schedule is quite essential 
and should be wnrked out with care. 
(5) The program must have educational values 
A program consisting of "stunts" will have 
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little value. The program must be of 
such a nature as will develop the par-
ticipant, giving skill, resoursefulneaa, 
initiative, right attitudes etc. 
{6) The Program must aim at the best 
It must not be asked, "is it good?" but 
"is it the best?" Harmful results will come 
from a cheap and unwrothy play-program. We 
are looking for more than just a "good time," 
we expect that character qualities shall be 
inherent. What young people should see is 
that they can have what they commonly call 
a "good time" without in any way compromis-
ing the finer qualities of character. 
(7) The program must have variety 
With the wealth of material now at hand 
it is unnecessary for any leader or group to 
II II fall into a rut in planning a program. 
Such a program will not only be tiresome but 
will do little to meet the needs of the 
different groups. The need is a "ballanced 
rashion" and a variety will meet this need 
if wisdom is exercised. 
(8) The program must encourage cooperation 
Since the church is not the only orga-
nization promoting a play program lt will 
be well to know what other organizations 
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are doing. This knowledge will come 
through the survey spoken of previously. 
With this information it may be wis·e in 
some cases to mer ge programs, or for one 
organ! zation to join fully w1 th the other 
in the promotion of play activities. 
(9) The program must develop leadership 
Two things should have consideration in 
this connection-- First, s ee tha t the 
leadership in char ge of a program has 
intelligence and Skill. Nothing will klll 
a good program and spoil a social event 
quicker than ignorance of the "how" or 
l a ck of skill. 
Second, keep on the watch for leadership. 
No finer 11 find" may be made than on the 
field of play or at a eoc1al function. 
Leadership of all kinds Show up at such 
times and places. 
(iO) The program must recognize both seasons and 
place 
There are certain seasons in the year 
which lend themselves to certain sports and 
games. They give environment, spirit and 
zest to the participants. They seem, in 
themselves, to call out and awaken the spirit 
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of play-- It is hard to keep the boy 
from the ball park in the early spring days 
or the youth form his canoe and the river in 
May. 
A nTreasure Hunt" iS impoSSible in the 
cramped borders of a city; the back alley 1s 
no place for volley ball, nor an open field 
for a picnic. The place adds much to the 
environment and much to the Bpirtt. 
(11) The program must make play recreative 
It is so easy to over-do if care is not 
exercised. When play interferes with needed 
Bleep, with regular time for meals, or 
crashes head-on into the essential hours for 
work, study, or worship then 1t looses its 
.v.ecreati ve value. Play is like all good 
factors--it has value when wisely directed 
and used. The individual, too, must be 
studied, for one form of play may have great 
recreative value for some but little or none 
for others. In some cases play 1s really 
harmful. Many men today are suffering from 
ill health or other defects who were unwisely 
directed in their play as boys. 
(12) A certain amount of equipment is needed 
In this connection there are two things to 
be 4ons1dered: First, do not overload. This 
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is very easy to do. A small amount of 
equipment for a gymnasium or outdoor sports 
is all that is needed. (The equipment needed 
in a gymnasium has been previously discussed.) 
It is also unvd:se to buy what men and boys can 
easily make. 
Second, use equipment of other agencies in 
the community. The church should spend no 
money on equipment for a field meet if the 
equl.pment can be had from the public school, 
since a field meet is held but once during 
the year • . Secure what will actually serve 
the purpose and s-top there. 
(13) Be ready for any emergency 
Sometimes Situations arise which make it 
imperative that parts, or, even the whole of 
of the program must be changed. Frequently 
a sudden rain storm will make a well planned 
out-of-door program impossible. If other 
plans are not in mind the whole evening may 
be lost. 
(14) Make the most of mistakes 
There are times, when on the spur of the 
moment, a mistake may be turned into an 
asset but it is poor policy to depend on this. 
eo 
The leaders should get together at certain 
inter~alS and go carefully ov er all past 
mistakes and the short points of the 
program and thus wisely avoid further 
mistakes of a like nature. 
(15) "Play up, and play the game!" 
Permit no unfairness, no diShonesty or 
anything that will reflect on good sports-
manship. The game should be playedso not 
to win, but for sake ·of the game a nd the 
benifit to the participant. Do not strive 
for a few "stars" but for the larger 
development of all. 
b. The Participantt-
. {.t.) . His~ Nature 
The chief consideration in planning a 
program must be the participant. No matter 
how well the program may be planned if it 
does not interest and meet the need of the 
individual participating it has no value. 
For this reason care must be exercised in 
the grading of the games and play with 
reference to the natural interests of the 
child at various ages. 
Lee says, concerning the four ages of 
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childhood: (Play in Education, p. 65) 
"First there is the period of babyhood, 
from birth to about three years old, dUdng 
which the child's life is largely in his 
relation to his mother. Then comes the 
dramatic age, from three to six, in which 
the impulse to impersonate colors almost 
all of his activites. Next appears the 
age of self-assertion, or Big Injun age, 
from six to eleven, dominated largely by 
the fighting instinct; and then the age of 
loyalty from eleven on. The first two a ges 
are the same in boys and girls. In the 
third there is a little difference in 
character and some in dates. In the age 
of loyalty the divergence iS very marked." 
·( 2) Grading His Play 
various leaders have grouped children, 
boys and girls and yo1mg people according to 
their play interests. These groupings cannot, 
of course, be arbitrary for there are periods 
where these interests overlap. P erhaps, it 
will be well to accept the following: 
Period One •••.•••.•.•.•.• Ages 0-3 
Period Two •..•••••••••••• II 
Period Three ••••••••••••• II 7- 9 
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Period Four • ..••.•.....• Ages 10-12 
Period Five . ..........•. II 13-15 
Period Six . ............. II 16-18 
Period Seven •••••••••••• II 19-23 
Period Eight ••••. , ••.••• II 24---
Period One--
This is a period when the young child is 
getting control of the fundamental move-
ments of the body. Speech is being 
acquired, the brain is growing rapidly and 
the senses are developing. 
The games best suited to this period are 
those suggested by the Mother Goose Rymes, 
finger plays, Peekaboo; Hide and Whoop etc. 
Dolls and various kinds of toys are brought 
into use at this time. 
Period Two--
Rapid growth; 4evelopment of senses; 
great physical activity; imitation of adults; 
dramatic and representative play; interest 
in toys; play individualistic rather than 
social; curiosity and questioning; interested 
in music and stroies. 
Johnson suggests,(Education By Plays And 
Games, p. 90) that this is the time for free, 
active plays; imitative and dramatic plays; 
Constructive plays; collecting and hoarding 
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plays; nature plays; drawing plays; music 
plays; guessing games and riddles and 
formal games such as tag games etc. They 
should have sand piles, pets, plenty of 
room for play and much of it out of doors. 
Period Three- -
At this time children Blow down in 
phsyical development, there is a tendency 
to heart weakness and fatigue. It may be 
called the period of transition. They are 
not alert mentally, there is a development 
of motor coordination and sense judgments. 
They cooperate very little in their games 
and are rather sensitive where there is 
little chance of success. 
Jo.tmson suggests that thiS is the time 
for free, acti ve plays; dramatic and 
imitative plays, games of chasing, huntlng, 
throwing, shooting; games of experimentation; 
gues s games, ri ddles, and puzzles; singing 
games; recurr ent and seasonal games; nature 
plays; geography plays and games; music 
plays and drawing plays. 
They are passionately fond of pets and the 
out-of-doors. Numbered among their pets 
should be birds, chickens, ducks, cats, 
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dogs, goats, squirrels, rabits, and 
ponies. They should have chance to know 
the out-of- doors and to have gardens whe.ne 
they may come to know all kinds of plant 
11'fe. 
Period Four- -
There is very little physical growth 
during this period . They a r e storing up 
energy and strength, there is splendid 
coordination of muscles; they have much 
physical skill, are very active and ver y 
healthful. They a r e self-assertive and 
sex differences begin to appear. 
The childr en of this period are very 
much interested in such plays as are 
suggested in Period Three. The apparatus 
and toys listed by Johnson indicate to a 
large extent the kind of games and plays 
which will be most benifical and of 
greates t interest. He gives the following: 
Rings, trapeze, parallel bars, 
horizontal bars, vaulting bars, climbing 
rope, tumbling bed, climbing pole, balance 
swing, ladder, teeter . ladder, sliding pole 
jumping standards, jumping pole, giant 
stride, stilts; baseball diamond; basket-
ball court; shinney sticks; ringtoss; 
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horseshoe quoits; ten pins; croquet set; 
tennis court; yard for running games; 
garden; Bloyd bench and tools; homemade 
toys, kites, sailboa ts, butterfly net~ 
fiSh net; fishing tackle; bows and 
arrows, target; aquarium; back yard 
managerie; hut or cave; double-runner, 
toboggan, skates; artifical skating rink 
and coast, if natural facilities a r e not 
provided; Swimming pool; catamaran or 
Crusoe raft; drawing, painttng, sewing, 
embro~dery, and beadwork material; 
musical instruments. 
Period Five--
This period is characterized by very 
rapid physical growth. The lungs, heart 
and chest are increased and there is a 
great tendency to nervous disorders. There 
is rapid development of the sexual organs 
and sex difference in game interests 
appear. It is the awkward stage and the 
stage of easy embarrasment. Some call 1t 
the incorrigible period for misdemeanors 
and sometimes crime is committed. This is 
also the period when the desire for 
organization arises; the gang springs up 
and cliques are formed. as well AS secret 
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organizations. This is the hero worship 
period and boys and girls will follow the 
leader who knows and can do. 
Johnson suggests such games as::Com-
petitive games and contests; miscellan eous 
l,ntellectual games; miscellaneous games for 
physical development; drawing and art; nature 
study; music; manual training. 
Boy Scouts, Campfire Girls and kindred 
organizations make great appeal at this time 
and are good if rightly directed. Such 
organizations will do larger good where they 
are under the control of the church. 
Opportunity should be given for class 
organization in the Church School and the 
social, mental, physical and religious 
interests eared for through well planned 
activities. In this connection there 
should be thorough cooperation with the 
home and the public school so as to keep 
the acti viti es well baL:.anced. 
Period Six- -
At this period boys grow more rapidly 
than girls as girls come practically into 
full physical maturity by their seventeenth 
year. The brain now gets its full development 
and the boys and girls are on the threshold 
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of "themselves" as ind1 vi duals in a world. 
Both sexes are greatly interested in team 
games and a thletics. It is also a time of 
sex attraction and friendships spring up 
and grow between boys and girls~ 
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Their major interests are social, physical, 
and mental. This does not me~n that they are 
not interested in religion, they are, but 
athletics, dancing, movies, picnics, school, 
music etc., share largely their time. 
The Church School has a real opportunity 
with this group. Through the Organized 
Class and the Young People's Department 
physical, social, mental and religious 
activities may be planned that will be of 
real value to them as they seek to relate 
themselves to other individuals anct to 
society in general. These organizations 
can care helpfully for their leisure time 
and can train then for leadership in church 
and community. They are altruistic and 
read y to launch themselves into that larger 
social field. Wise direction here will help 
them in finding their place in the society 
of which they are a part. 
Period Seven--
Tmyoung people of this period are 
practically mature men and women. Many of 
them are in college, some have graduated 
and many more are in business and have 
started. homes. This is the:: period of wooing 
and mating . ~d home-building. Wise is the 
church· ·JtJb.at ... ma.ke:s the·~ soc_iaa li-f e 
of young people attractive; that assists them 
in the forming of fine friendships; that 
affords opportunity for the young people of 
thts age to give recreational leadership to 
younger groups• that helps them ·connect with 
other young people who are living in board-
ing houses and who need friends and a good 
time. 
The church can, through its young 
people's organizations,keep up a live 
interest in athletics, sports of various 
kinds; can organize dramatic clubs for the 
promotion of pageants, plays and musicals; 
can encourage golf, tennis, and the playing 
of other such games and can create an 
atmosphere that will make the right kind of 
recreational life for young people one of 
its chief functions. 
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Period Eight--
Little need be Said here concerning the 
characteristics of this period. A majority 
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of them are in business and have the 
responsibilities of holE and the family. 
Certainly no group needs recreation more than 
does this group. Business and home duties 
bear heavily on their sholders; they are under 
se'fere·lt.fa!nl and most of the t"ime on tension. 
They must be called to the golf course and 
the tennis courts; to evenings with the Radio 
to the bal.l parks and the football. g~mes; to 
the theaters and the symphonies; to partici-
pation in the sports and games of boys and 
girls; to membership in worth~hile clubs and 
to a growing interest in the recreational 
interests of the children and youth of the 
church and community. 
b. Program Activities: 
If these activities are to be effective, 
and not mere stunts, they must be planned for in 
advance. (Since these activities are a part of 
the general program of Religious Education for 
the Church School the Committee on Religious 
Educa ti on will sit with the other members of the 
committee in plann1ng .them.) 
Four features should be emphasized: Fi rst, 
The relationship between these activities and 
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the courses of study must be kept in mind. 
Frequently it will be found that these activities 
will give expression to the impressions received 
from the work offered in these courses. This 
will be part! cularly true in the courses g1 ven 
in the Junior, Intermediate, Senior and Joung 
People's departments. {These activities 
Should be carried out for the moat part by the 
Organized Class and the Organized Department.) 
Second, The individual, as well as the group, 
Shoulci be l{ept in mind. This will involve a 
study of the chief characteristics of this 
period and the particular needs of each 
individual. Otherwise, t h ese activities will 
meet w1 th 11 t'tle response and net small 
results. 
Third, Material suitable for each season of 
the year should be selected. 
Fourth, Schedule the activities month by month. 
(1) Program Activities for the Year: 
Field Meet 
All School Social 
Autumn 
Nutting partieS 
Father artd Son We ek 
Harvest Home Festival 
College Farewell party 
Fine Arts Night 
Columbus Day 
Picnic Hike 
Foot Ball "Mixer" 
Winter 
Basketball 
Indoor Baseball 
Old Fashioned Party 
Amat eur playa 
Christmas Carolling 
Indoor Picnic 
Mid-vVinter Camp 
Spring 
Bird study 
Flower study 
Tennis 
Horseshoe games 
Paul Revere Social 
Mother Goose party 
Twilight Social Sing 
Easter Carol Singing 
Egg Rolling Hunt 
Hobo Convention 
Boys' Camp 
Girls' Camp 
Tennis 
Quoits 
Croquet Match 
Aquatic Meet 
Street Fair 
Cave Social 
Fruit Festkval 
Summer 
Hallo'Rei' Em Social 
Pageants 
Musicales 
Story Telling 
Discovery Party 
Workers Reception 
Citizenship Pageant 
St. patrick's Green Tea 
"Colonial Days" Musical 
and Dramatic Program 
Winter sports: Skating 
Skiing, Hockey etc. 
"Madri Gras 11 Fair 
Clock golf 
Gypsy Party Hike 
Bird house contest 
Pets and Toy Show 
Mother and Daughter Week 
outdoor pageant 
Volley ball 
Kodack Bird Hike 
canoe Party 
May Vole festival 
Breakfast Eadon Hike 
Story telling hoLtr 
Who's Who Events Party 
Children's Day Open 
Air Movi.es 
Children's Week 
Astronomy- Party 
Summer SolStice Circus 
Open Air Musical Concert 
(2) Program Activities for the Month: (Young People) 
September 
Collese Farewell Party 
(10th} 
Indoor Social Fair 
(26 ) 
Hike and Campfire 
and S upper 
Party 
(16) 
?2 
October 
Collese Rush Week 
(8-11) 
Hallowe'en Social 
(31st) 
November 
Father and Son Week 
(9th to 16th) 
Thankagiving pageant 
(25th) 
December 
Fine Arts Day 
(6th) 
Fireside 
Christmas 
(21th) 
Social-- College 
(31st) 
Ca,rolli.ng 
stu tents 
Church Supper 
Entertainment 
(7th) 
Sleighing Party 
January 
Februar_y 
March 
~t. Patrick's Green 
ea and play 
(17th) 
April 
Skating Party 
(21st) 
"Madri Gras" Fair 
(19th) 
Star Study Hike and 
Campfire 
(31st) 
Pageant- "Girlhood of Old Fashioned Party 
Many Lands ~ .. 29th) 
(8th) 
Mother and Daughter 
Week 
10th to 17th 
l~ 
Department Picnic 
(11th) 
May Day Festivity 
(3.1.st) 
Tennis Tournament 
(Entire month) 
Summar Camps during July and August 
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(3) Material Sourses--
There are many books and magazines which 
are filled with helpful suggestions and 
details concerning games, sports and 
recreation of all kinds. No leader or church, 
be it rural, suburban, or city need want for 
help and material if these books are secured. 
The following are quite suggestive: 
Education by Plays and Games, George E. 
Johnson, Ginn and Company, Boston. 
Especially go~ for leaders of children 
three to fifteen years of age. 
All-the-Year-Round Activities for Young 
People, Miss Muriel White, Christian Boa~d 
of Publication, St. Louis. 
Especially good for young people's 
programs. 
Social Activities for Men and Boys, 
Albert M. Chesley, The Association Press, 
New York. 
Leadership of Girls' Activities, Mary 
E. Moxcey. 
A book filled with practical suggestions 
to leaders of girls and a fine list of 
physical, social and mental activities for 
the teen age. 
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Recreational Leadership for Church and 
Community, Warren T. Powell, THe Methodist 
Book Concern, New York. 
This book presents in a workable and 
practical manner the principles and moral 
and educational values of play life; Shows 
how an all-year program is constructed for 
church and parish and gives Bourses of 
material adaptable to church recreational 
purposes. 
Games for the Playground, Home, School 
and Gymnasium, The Macmillian Company, 
Boston. 
This book contains 462 pages of games 
for all occasions and for both young and 
old. It is the great standard book of 
games and plays. 
The Church at Play, Norman E. Richardson, 
The Abingdon Press, Cincinnati. 
ThiS book contains a brief, practical 
statement of the principles and methods of 
social and ·recreational leadership and 
source materials of nine distinct types 
which are good for children of all ages. 
~agJ~&nt ,cy and Dramatics in Religious 
Education, William v. Meredith, 
The Abindgon Press, Cincinnati. 
?5 
A presentation of the principles of 
dramatics and pageantry; typ~s of cramatic 
productions and how to use the pageant and 
drama •. 
Play Life in the First Eight Years, 
Luella A. Palmer, Ginn & Company, Boston. 
Presentation of the spirit of play rather 
than the development of games. The first 
part of the book deals with the way a child 
may play-educate h1B body, his mental life, 
his means of expression, and his ideals. 
The second part discusses his different 
surroundings-- home, nature, playground, 
instutions. 
play in Education, Joseph Lee, The 
Macmillian Company, Boston. 
A study of the child at play without 
any attempt to draw conclusions concerning 
problems of adult leadership. 
Community Service Incorporated: . What Can 
We Do? 32 pages; Rural and Small Community 
Recreation; 152 pages; Pioneering for Play; 
61 pages; Fun for Everbody; 112 pages. 
These booklets are filled with the very 
beat Bourses of material and of workable 
plans. 1 Madison Avenue, New York City 
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Camping for Boys, H. w. GibBon, 
Association Press, New York City. This 
book discusses camping in such a practical 
thorough way as to become a standard on the 
subject. It lB equally as good for camping 
for girls as for boys. 
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IV. THE COMMUNITY AND PLAY 
No church can successfully care for the complete 
recreation interests of all its members. There are 
points at which inter-church and extra-church agency 
relationships must be considered. We need a community 
consciousness as well as a church consciousness. A 
saved church in an unsaved community is an impossibility. 
The two stand or fall together. People need to broaden 
their interests and social repationshlpa and so 
community contacts are necessary. 
The community has in it more than church members; 
ther e are many unchurched and they, too, need wholesome 
play. Many of these people have leisure time and it is 
the business of the church to see that this leisure 
time iS cared for helpfully. The question here is, 
how can this be done to the best advantage? Several 
steps are necessary, chief of which are: a community 
survey; cooperation of community forces; programs and 
acti viti es. 
A. Community Survey 
This survey Should be made by a committee 
composed of representatives of the various churches 
of the city or community. The information gathered 
should be true to fact and so organized and compiled 
as to be usable and suggestive. 
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(For the purpose and met hod e~d d etailS of such 
a survey, see pages 37-39 of this thesis). 
B. Cooperation of Community Agen~ 
There a r e many agencies outside the churches 
which are actively in recreation. In the cities 
are . -the following: 
The Public School, Young Men's Christian 
Associ a tion, Young women's Christian Association, 
Rotary Clubs, Lion Clubs, Kiwanis Clubs, Chamber 
of Commerce, lodges, Recr eation and Playground 
Association. 
In the country there are: County Councils of 
Religious Education, County Young Men's and Young 
Women's Christian Associat ions, granges and 
lodges. 
Some of these organizations, it is true, are t o 
be found only in certain sections of the country, 
but wherever they exist cooperation is necessary 
if the best results are to be obtained. 
1. Building The Program--
Building a program for the community will of 
course necessitate a committee. There are various 
methods by which this committee might be formed, 
but the best method to pursue is to \ have it come 
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from the Council of Religious Education. There 
are several i•easons why this seems best: First, 
this eouncil is inter-church in nature and 
community-wide in scope and interest. Second, 
it is concerned with all ages. Third, it stands 
for, and is interested in, wholesome play. 
Fourth, it is both a city and rural organization 
and is to be found in all parts of the United 
States. Fifth, it is cooperative in spirit and 
democratic in ideals. 
True, there are some cities &ld rural sections 
where there are no CouncilS of Religious Education, 
but where such is the case other means of 
cooperation must be sought. It will always be wise 
to have such committees representative of the 
churches of the community. 
This committee will have three chief concerns: 
First, it will use its influence to see that all 
play in the community iS kept wholesome and made 
helpful. 
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Second, it will cooperate with all extra- church 
agencies, such as: Youhg Men's Christian Association, 
Young women's Christian Association, Playground 
Associations etc., in publiShing and announcing 
programs and activities and in seeking to eliminate 
to the minimum useless duplication of effort and 
unnecessary competition. 
Third, it will plan and promote community 
acti viti es. 
2. planning The Activities - -
The activities planned by the Community - play 
Committee will include the follo~ng: 
Athletics and Sports; Dramatics and Pageantry; 
Social Activities; Recreational Centers; outings. 
In Richardson's "The Church At Play," (page 109) 
the diagram presented on the following pag~ gives 
in detail the nature and variety of such 
activities; 
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CO]~ITY ORGANIZATION FOR RECREATION 
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. . 
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etc. Field ,-1 
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• ts 
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a. For The Year- -
The following program of activities, found 
in "Community Service," Rural and Small 
Community Recreation, page 122ff., indicates 
very helpfully the type of activities which 
may be carried on, with adaptation, in any 
rural community: 
Fall 
(1) Institute conducted by Community Service 
concluded with Gen~ral Community Play Day. 
(2) Organization Story-telling Club 
(3) Organization Games and Play Leaders 
(4) Organization Community Music Club. 
(5) Organization Dramatic Club 
(6) Organization Forum 
(1) Community Fair and Play Day 
(2) Regular meeting of each local Community 
Service Club. 
(3) Organization Hiking Clubs: 
Bird Clubs Camera Club 
Walnut Hunt Treasurer Hunt 
(4} Cslebration Columbus Day 
Botany Club 
(5) Game Night--Mardi Gras, Hallowe'en 
(1) Armistice Day Celebration 
(2) Pilgrim Pageant celebrating the three 
hundredth anniversary since landing of 
~llgirms (Out of date-- substitute) 
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(3) Special Thanksgiving stories in schools, 
churches etc. 
Winter 
(1) Organization of winter sports 
(2) General development of indoor games 
(3) Community Christmas Tree: carol singers, 
candle signal in windows. 
(1) ' New Year's Eve party-- old customs 
(2) Continuation winter sports and indoor games 
(3) Organization debating society to prepare for 
county debate to be held late in spring. 
(4) Home-talent entertainment under auspices of 
dramatic Cllub. 
(5) coasting parties 
(6) Ice or Snow Carnival 
(7) McKinley Day 
(8) Music Memory Contest 
(1) Community Chonus entertainment 
(2) State AdmiSsion Day 
(3) Celebration Lincoln's or washington's 
Birthday. 
· Spring 
~1) Boy Scout entertainment-- St. patrick's 
Day Party 
(2) Indoor ·community box supper--spelling bee 
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(3) Audubon Club organized 
(4) Easter sunrise celebration: carols, egg 
\ 
rolling and hunts. 
(5) Kite Tournament-- Manual training for kites 
(1) Organization of horseshoe pitching league 
(2) Organization of volley ball and indoor 
baseball leagues 
(3) Organization of botany hiking club under 
Scout masters or botany teacher to continue 
through spring and summer. 
(4) Marble and Top Tournament 
(5) Baseball and Indoor Baseball 
(1) May Day Festival and games 
(2) Good crop celebration with an address by 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6 ) 
(1) 
county agent and State Agriculturist, and 
inagurate farm products conteSD among 
school children. 
Playground Institute 
Croquet 
Mother's Day-- banquet 
Minstrel Night 
Summer 
Flower Carnival 
(2) Volley Ball Tournemant 
(3) General school exh1b:tt inclu.cl1ng home 
economics, manual tral.ning bird house con test . 
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(4) Organization playgrounds, vacant lot play 
(5) Flag Day 
(1) Horseshoe Tournament 
(2) Fourth of July Celebration and Play Day 
(1) Croquet Tournrunent 
(2) Community Picnic and Play Day 
(3) Star-study parti es 
(1) Labor Day 
(2) Two or three-day Community Fair including: 
Community games 
Community music 
Exhibit farm products 
(3) . Geological hikes 
b· For ' Each Month 
There are unusual opportunities for play in 
the program activlties of a Young People's 
Inter-Church Council of Religious Education. 
The Inter-Church Council iB democratic, and has 
in iDS ' membership the outstanding young people 
and leaders of young people in all t h e Protes tant 
chur ches of a communlty. 
The aim of this organization is to care for 
the needs of all young people from fifteen to 
twenty-four years of age, physically, socially, 
mentally and religiously. Following is a month · 
by month program of acti vities promoted by such 
a · Council. 
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September 
Membership Survey-- The purpose of this survey 
is to locate all lLn.churched yotmg p eople and 
connect them with the social and religious life 
of the church. 
October 
Pl ay Survey-- The purpose of this survey is to 
locate within the com~·aunJ ty all u~ e pl ace anc'L 
ag encies of play for young people 
and to secure their cooperation in a wholesome 
play program. 
November 
College Rush Week-- The purpose of this We ek 
is to provide an evenl ng of entertainment and 
other social features which will make possible 
the mixing and getting acquainted of the local 
young people and college students; and to 
assist the young people away from home to find 
friends and connect them with the life of the 
the church. 
December 
Community Christmas Tree; carolling-- This is 
such a common practice in most communities that 
no further explanation is needed. 
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January 
Dramatics-- A beautiful and well chosen play 
participated in by the young people of the 
Council for the benifit of the community. 
Basketball-- This is the beginning of t he 
basketball aeason. Teams from the various 
churches make up the league. 
February 
Social-get-together-- This is a get-to-gether 
of all young people's Sicieties of the various 
churches of the community, and ts for fellowship 
and a general good time. These meetings are 
held monthly and the di f ferent churches 
entertain. 
Basketball- - £ontinued during this month. 
March 
Annual Conference-- This conference is for 
training in leadership, especially the young 
peopl e of the communit~. One of the main 
features considered is the play of the 
community. 
Basketball-- The basketball season closes with 
the end of this month. 
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AprilJ 
Camp Plans-~ Many young people enroll in 
summer camps of various kinds and the Counctl 
actively promotes this work. 
Tennis-- The beginning of the Tennis season 
May 
Mother and Daughter Week-- Two big events: 
Mother and Daughter Banquet; : Social events 
during the week. 
Tennis- Beginning of Tennis Tournament 
June 
Council Picnic-- Usually a half day event 
with games, amusements and dinner. 
Tennis-- Tennis Tournament ends with this 
month. 
July 
Summer Camps-- In training in camps. 
August 
Summer Camps-- In training in camps. 
3. Community Activity Sourses--
These programs of activities indicate the method 
and. plans by which a con1muni ty may care helpfully 
for the play interests of its people. Scores of 
communities in many parts of America are actively 
ag 
engaged in the promotion of such programs and 
activities. What these have done others may do 
and should. It is with this in mind that the 
following sources for community programs and 
activities are given: 
In Chapter V of Recreation and the Church by 
Gates are to be found "Some Typical Church Prog-
rams11 which are loaded with suggestions and helps 
for the city and the rural church. These 
activities are for both the local church and 
community. 
I In the various ch~pters of G. Walter Fiske s 
book, Community Forces For Religious Education, 
are plans for community play. 
Pages 113 to 138 of the Church and Country 
Life edited by paul L. Vogt. Missionary Movement, 
New York City, are programs and plans for rural 
play. 
Chapter X of Recreational Leadership for 
Church and Commun:tty by Warren T. Powell are 
listed in detail several types of community 
recreation programs. 
Chapter IV in Handbook for Workers With 
Young People by James v. Thompson, are to be 
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found some very fine suggestions for programs 
and summer camps for young people. 
Chapters IX,X,XI in ~he Church At play by 
Richardson offer valuable assistance on Scouting 
Under Church Auspices, Campfire Girls Under 
Church Auspices and Dramatic Play in Church and 
Church School. 
Chapters IX, X in Pageantry and Dramatics in 
Religious Education by William V. Meredith tell 
how to organize for large community pageants and 
gives types of dramatic productions. 
Chapter VI of Youth and the Church by Cynthia 
Pearl Maus contains some very fine Four-fold 
Programs which are specially helpful for young 
people. 
Chapter VIII in The Church and the People's 
Play by Henry A. Atkinson has many SUgge s tions 
on programs and plans. 
Chapter V in Leadership of Girls' Activities 
by Mary E. Moxcey contains a very valuable 
bibliography which iS worth looking over for 
suggestions. Other chapters in this book are 
worthy of a study. 
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The booklet, Outdoor Athletic Teat for Boys 
by John Brown, Jr., M. D., will give all needed 
help in plans for a Community Field Meet. 
The chapters on pages 65 to 222 in Education 
by Playa and Games by George E. Johnson are 
loaded with games for children which may be used 
at different kinds of community functions. 
The various books mentioned here are listed 
in the bibliography which follows and the 
addresses from which they may be secured. 
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l 
SmmARY 
Man plays only where he is a human being in the 
fullest sense of the word, and he has reached full 
humanity only when he plays. This proposition will 
acquire great and deep significance when we shall 
learn to refer it to the ~oubly serious ideas of 
duty and destiny. It will then sustain the entire 
superstructure of aesthetic art and of the yet more 
difficult art of life. 
--- Schiller 
The truth of Schiller's philosophy, here given, 
must be accepted by the "Church of Today" if it hopes 
to make progress in the ever widening field of service. 
It is the right of every child to grow as did 
Jesus-- "in wisdom (mentally) and stature, (physically) 
and in fa.vor with God (religiously) and man.(socially) 
The church more than any other agency is responsible 
in seeing that the child gets his right. This means 
guidance, and not repression; it means leadership, 
organization, equipment and a definite and adequate 
program of play. 
ThiS leadership must come from the church and must 
be uneaqueled in ability and skill, either in the 
college or the commercial field. Our churches and 
church colleges must, therefore, be prepared to 
discover and train thiS leadership. 
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This means courses in play offered by colleges 
and briefer courses offered by the churches in 
summer camps and training schools. It means that 
the church must properly finance these directors of 
play and give prominence and permanency to their 
office and profession. 
Play within the the church must be better 
organized. Many churches in America are making 
no systematic effort in this direction. They 
leave the people to find thei r own play which fre-
quently is harmful. Other churches have 
organiz&~lons with play aims but they need to be 
unified and more definite in purpose. They have 
a useless duplication of effort and their results 
are not good. 
· The present need is for more churches to 
provide play buildings and equipment, and this 
equipment must be standard. Greater advantages 
shou.ld be taken of the buildings of the Young 
Men's Christian Association, the Young Women's 
Christian Association and the pbblic school 
equipment. This is especL.Lly. true of churches 
whose buildings are inadequate and whose 
equipment is poor. 
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The out-of-doors with its fields, streams, 
forests and open spaces offer great opportunity 
for play which the church should more fully claim . . 
for summer camps, training schools, and other 
interests. 
More an more the church must have a definite 
program of play. This program must be more than 
a series of stunts; it must be specific in aim 
and educational in content. Such a program will 
require the best thought, the best plans and the 
best material procurable. In this connection 
the Director of play and his committee will need 
to function continuously. 
So surely as "no man liveth unto himself" so 
surely may no church live unto itslef. The church 
is a part of the community and as such must relate 
itself actively. It must share in the recreational 
interests of the community and assist the community 
in the promotion of play activities. A committee, 
largely under the dire4tion of the church, must 
organize, corelate and unify the programs of the 
various agencies within the community or else there 
will be useless duplication and in may instances 
unclean amusements and unwholsome results. 
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Too often the community has been compelled to 
take the initiative in the people's play while the 
church has lagged behind. But the "church of today'' 
is keeping step with the community and the 11a r ch 
recreationally forward has begun. 
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